
















Optimization Methodologies for Product Variety Design
(1st Report: Design Optimality across Multiple Products and its Situation)∗
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This paper discusses product variety design under the viewpoint of design optimization paradigm.
Product variety design means the simultaneous design of multiple products toward higher optimality
beyond ordinary design methods for a single product. It is expected to be an excellent manufacturing
strategy, since design optimization basis is expanded. The paper first shows the possibilities and difficulties
of design optimization for multiple products under fixed product architecture. Such optimization demands
to determine the contents of modules and their combinations under modular architecture. This indicates that
product variety optimization includes three classes of optimization problems, attribute assignment, module
combination and simultaneous design of both. The paper defines generic framework on the optimality as
the prerequisite for developing optimization techniques for respective classes. Then, stretch-based aircraft
design deployment, which is an example of the first class, is explored by means of enumeration and
successive quadratic programming, after developing the mathematical model for the evaluation of total
profit of a manufacturer through the entire production of all units of different models. Its numerical result
demonstrates the necessity and effectiveness of optimization paradigm in product variety design.
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that maximizes f j(xi, pi )
subject to xi ∈ Feasible(pi )

 (1)
???? xi ????? i?????????????
pi ????? i????????????????
???? f j ??? j?????????? Feasible
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Fig. 2 The role of optimization
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Class I · · · ?????????????????
??????????????????
Class II · · · ?????????????????
???????????????????









































































































: Common module design (perfectly common)
: Similar module design (partially common)



























Fig. 5 Independent, similar and common module









































• ??????? P i ( i = 1, 2, · · · , p )??????
??? P1 ?????????????????
?????????????????
• ?? Pi ? m???????M j ( j = 1, 2, · · · , m )
??????????????????????
xij,k (k = 1, 2, · · · , k j )???????????








• ?????M i1j ?M i2j ????????????
?????????????? x ij,1 ??????
??????




























0 · · ·?????????
(4)
????W ij ??? Pi ??????M j ?????




???????????????? P i ????CF i



















0 · · ·?????????
(6)
???? αF j, βF j, γF j ??????????????
????????????




????????? cp()? cp(1) ·  ln rln2 ??????
????????????? r??????????
? 0.75 ∼ 0.85?????????(11)?
????????????? P i ?  i ??????
????? cP i( i)?????? P ι ?  ι ??????
?????????????????????
cP
i( i) = cm i+ cp i( i) (7)








ϑ j W ij (8)
?? Pi ?  i??????????? cp i( i)???


















???? κ j ???????????????????






???????? x i1, x
i
2, · · · , x im ?????????
????????????????????????
????????????? λ i(x i1,x i2, · · · ,x im)???










µi−λ i ) To−R CS i (11)
???? Pr???????????????????
???? µi???????????????? To?
????????? Ty ???????????? R?




?????????? P i ?????????????
CS i =
(






















CD i + CF i
) (13)
?????? Pi ??????? N i (i = 1, · · · , p)??

























????  i(t)?????? i?????  i(t) =
N i
Tp (y−1+ t )?????????





???? · · · ????????????????
????????????????? x ij (i =
1, · · · , p; j = 1, · · · , m)????????????






P1 ??? Pi ??????M j ????? x ij,k =
x1j,k(k = 2, · · · ,k j; i = 1)???????????
??????????????? x ij,k = x
1
j,k(k =
1, · · · ,k j; i = 1)???????????
















































???? λ i ???????????????????






?? 2000km????????????? P 1 ???
?? 90????? 2000km???????????
??????? P 2 ???????????????




?????????????? αD j = 1.6×107 [Y/kg],
βD j = 0.5, γD j = 0.1, αF j = 1.6×109 [Y/m] (????
????????? αF j = 1.6× 106 [Y/kgf]???),
βF j = 0.5, γF j = 0.1, ϑ j = 8.0× 104 [Y/kg]????
???????????? j???? κ j = 2.8 × 105
[Y/kg], ????????? r = 0.85???????
????????????? ζ j i1,i2 = 0.5 (i1 =i2)??

































Independent main wing, 
Independent tail wing and 
Independent engine
Same fuselage, 
Similar main wing, 
Similar tail wing and 
Same engine
Same fuselage, 
Similar main wing, 
Similar tail wing and
Independent engine
Same fuselage, 
Same main wing, 
Same tail wing and 
Same engine
Fig. 7 Optimality versus variety range
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